
Accordion Fold
Option 1
CONTENT AREA

Content/Theme Week: Week 6/OK Go Sandbox

Grade Levels: All Ages (best suits younger students)

Time Needed: 30 - 40 minutes
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Parallel: Two lines that never intersect are called parallel lines.

Illusion: An illusion is an image that surprises us when we look at it 
from a specific point of view because from all other points of view, it 
appears distorted or looks like something else.

Accordion Fold: An accordion fold is a way of folding paper 
forward one way and then back the other so that the edge of the 
paper looks like a zig-zag.

KEY WORDS

MATERIALS

Scissors (1 per student)

Markers/Crayons

Printer Paper or Cardstock

Ruler (1 per student)

Glue (1 per student)
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PROCEDURE

Watch the “The Writingʼs on the Wall” music video. Look for the 
different illusions shown in the video. *Note: If videos are 
accessed through the OK GO Sandbox website, ads will not be 
played.

1

2

3

Watch the “OK GO Sandbox- Triangle” video for instructions 
on how to create this illusion. If more clarification is needed, 
follow the instructions below.

On a piece of 8.5” by 11” cardstock, draw 10 lines that are 
each 1 inch apart. Accordion fold the cardstock along the 
drawn lines. Accordion folding is simply alternating the way in 
which you fold the paper so that your end result resembles an 
accordion or a zig-zag. The motion of accordion folding is fold 
one way and fold back the other, etc., etc.
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4

5

6

On another 8.5” by 11” piece of cardstock, draw lines that are 
1 inch apart just like you did on the blank cardstock.

On the lined cardstock, draw two different images. Make one 
image take up six inches of the cardstock and the other image 
take up 5 inches of the cardstock.

Then cut on the lines. One image should have 6 strips, and the 
other image should have 5 strips.

Contrasting Ideas Inspiration: night/day, happy/sad, etc. 

Words or phrases: make the accordion illusion using two differ-
ent words by writing one on each side of the illusion. 

Colors: make the accordion illusion using two different colors by 
coloring each side of the illusion.

After the accordion fold is completed, encourage students to share 
their illusion during a zoom check-in.

CLOSURE
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Accordion Fold
Option 2
CONTENT AREA

Content/Theme Week: Week 6/OK Go Sandbox

Grade Levels: 3-5, 6-8

Time Needed: 30 - 40 minutes
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Parallel: Two lines that never intersect are called parallel lines.

Illusion: An illusion is an image that surprises us when we look at it 
from a specific point of view because from all other points of view, it 
appears distorted or looks like something else.

Accordion Fold: An accordion fold is a way of folding paper 
forward one way and then back the other so that the edge of the 
paper looks like a zig-zag.

Similar Triangles: Similar triangles are triangles in which all the 
corresponding sides are proportional and the corresponding angles 
are congruent.

KEY WORDS

MATERIALS

Scissors (1 per student)

Markers/Crayons

Printer Paper or Cardstock

Ruler (1 per student)

Glue (1 per student)
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PROCEDURE

Watch the “The Writingʼs on the Wall” music video. Look for the 
different illusions shown in the video. *Note: If videos are 
accessed through the OK GO Sandbox website, ads will not be 
played.

1

2

3

Watch the “OK GO Sandbox- Triangle” video for instructions 
on how to create this illusion. If more clarification is needed, 
follow the instructions below.

On a piece of 8.5” by 11” cardstock, draw 10 lines that are 
each 1 inch apart. Accordion fold the cardstock along the 
drawn lines. Accordion folding is simply alternating the way in 
which you fold the paper so that your end result resembles an 
accordion or a zig-zag. The motion of accordion folding is fold 
one way and fold back the other, etc., etc.
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4

5

6

7

8

On another 8.5” by 11” piece of cardstock, draw lines that are 
1 inch apart just like you did on the blank cardstock.

On this cardstock draw concentric triangles (one inside another, 
inside another, etc.) over the lines, with the largest triangle 
being no taller than 5 inches.

Cut the triangles into strips along these lines and place the strips 
onto your accordion fold.

Look at your accordion fold before gluing or taping your 
triangle strips. If you look at it, can you see the triangles? The 
strips should line up so that entire triangles are formed. 

Glue the strips to every other fold on the accordion folded 
cardstock.

After the accordion fold is completed, encourage students to share 
their illusion during a zoom check-in.

CLOSURE
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